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Abstract
In 21st century, Cloud computing has been one of the most discussed subject in
the world of information technology. Many companies are moving to cloud
technology today. Cloud computing is a popular term for business today. Cloud
technology has witnessed a drastic growth in recent years and its popularity is
increasing by leaps and bounds. Cloud Computing is not a trend anymore it has
become an important tool for many organizations (Vaquero, et al., 2009) Every
company has a huge amount of data and information which need to be stored
somewhere. Cloud allows us to store and access data and programs over the
internet instead of using a storage drive. Huizenga (2005) explained that “cloud
computing is an innovative technology, little evidence has so far been gathered
on the factors that contribute to the success of innovation in information
technology”. This dissertation contains an in-depth literature review and
primary data through surveys conducted with the various professionals in India
who are using Amazon.com cloud services. The aim of this research is to
provide a better understanding of what Cloud computing is regarding to its
adoption, implications as well as the process of adoption by SME in emerging
markets. Different aspects of adoption of cloud computing will be discussed
from a SME perspective. It builds detailed knowledge about the specific
purpose to increase the value of future SMEs in emerging markets investment
in Cloud computing. The research topic of this dissertation is:
“Adoption of Cloud Computing by SMEs in emerging markets”
This research has taken a Quantitative, interpretive and cross-sectional designs
in the form of a self-administered questionnaire through survey. Gaps that
were identified in the literature review and primary data are later discussed in
data analysis and conclusion. Based on the findings, the researcher has
explained the different aspects of cloud computing in relation to its benefits. A
study was conducted with 109 customers of different SMEs in India who are
using Amazon cloud services.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The topic of this research is the adoption of Cloud Computing solutions by Small and
Medium size enterprises in Emerging market with a special focus on India. Cloud computing
is not a trend anymore. It has become an important tool for many organisations. It helps
organisations to outsource their IT, instead from having it in-house. (Vaquero, et al., 2009).
In 21st century, most of the companies are deciding for cloud solutions to reduce their upfront costs and overall IT spending. This is a great way to invest more in other initiatives
such as customer experience rather than hardware or software. The real advantage of the
cloud is that it lets businesses rethink where how they set up their IT budget is and let them
focus more on what truly matters. (Forbes, 2013)
SMEs are known to be very important element of the economy. A report from Observatory
of European SMEs says that more than 90% of all European businesses consist of less than
10 employees (European Commission, 2005). SMEs play a crucial role in the economy
especially for emergent countries that are willing to grow and adapt to new technologies
(Ocampo, 2005). The adoption of cloud computing solutions from SMEs is well known but
what is less well understood is how they are adopting these solutions and what motivates
them to continue using it. The information technologies industry is very dynamic. It is
constantly changing, every single decade a strong change happens. The beginning of Cloud
computing has sparked an interest in different organisations, institutions and users to take
advantage of web applications (Vaquero, et al., 2009). Cloud computing technology is
providing IT related resources like platform, computing, network, application, storage, and
system security as a service. Cloud computing allows people to access their data and
software with simple input and output device with an internet connection. Gone are the
days of large and expensive hard-drives and processors capable of operating them. There is
no fear of data losing and people don’t need to worry about the large amount of space
required for storage of huge data. Business applications are moving to the cloud. The shift
from the traditional software models to the internet has steadily gained momentum over
the last 10 years. With cloud computing on hand, people don’t have to worry about the
expenditure associated with costly hardware and software required for storage and
maintenance of data. The predictions says that cloud computing will continue to grow in the
future.

1.1 Emerging Markets- India
Emerging markets are nations with social or business activity in the process of rapid growth
and industrialization. The economies of India and China are considered to be the largest in
Asia. BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China) and MIKT (Mexico, Indonesia, SouthKorea and Turkey) are the largest emerging and developing economies either by nominal or
inflation-adjusted GDP (The Economist, 2008). According to Boguslavsky (2011) the ten big
emerging markets are located in every part of the world. They will change the face of global
economics and politics, as they are a key swing factor in the future growth of world trade
and global financial stability. These markets are also crucial to non-proliferation,
8

improvement of human rights, environmental cooperation, and the avoidance of war in
several critical areas (Subhash, 2006).
India has become an economic powerhouse in Asia and soon she will be growing at close to
twice the annual rate of its arch-rival, China (Forbes, 2015). India is going through a
paradigm shift owing to its competitive stand in the world. Indian economy has witnessed a
robust growth and a stable annual growth rate with rise in foreign exchange reserves and
booming capital market. India is set to become world’s fastest-growing economy by 2015
ahead of China. With the combined impact of strong government reforms, India’s economy
has accelerated in 2015. The size of the India economy is estimated to be at Rs 129.57
trillion (US$ 2.01 Trillion) for the year 2014 (‘India in Business’, 2015)

Figure1: India GDP Growth Rate

The growth rate of GDP measures in India change in the seasonally adjusted value of the
goods and services produced by the Indian economy during the quarter. India is the second
most populous and world’s tenth largest economy. The most important and fastest growing
sectors of India are services, hotel, trade, communication, transport, insurance, finance, real
estate and business services which account more than 60 percent of GDP. Agriculture,
forestry and fishing constitute around 12 percent of the output, but employs more than 50
percent of the labour force. Manufacturing accounts for 15 percent of GDP, construction for
another 8 percent and mining, quarrying, electricity, gas and water supply for the remaining
5 percent (Trading Economics, 2015)
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1.2 Purpose of the Study
In 21st century, Cloud computing has been one of the most discussed in the world of
information technology. Many companies are moving to cloud technology today but there is
one question arises, what are the factors determining the adoption of cloud computing?
This study will help companies to develop better strategies for cloud computing adoption
projects. The purpose of this research is give to the reader a better understanding of what
Cloud Computing is regarding to its adoption, implications as well as the process of adoption
by SME in Emerging Markets (India). The purpose is to analyse and evaluate the experience
of existing Amazon customers and their decision to continue with cloud computing. The aim
is investigate the primary strategic issues in adopting Cloud Computing in an organization,
not the technical features or the theory behind it.

1.3 Research Questions
According to Saunders and Lewis (2012, p. 19), a research question should fit the
specifications and meet the standards set by the examining institution. It should also
provide clear link to the relevant literature and fresh insights into the chosen topic. The
research question of this dissertation is defined as:
What are the factors that influence the adoption of Cloud Computing on SMEs in India with
a specific focus on Amazon customers?
The focus will be on Amazon’s customers from ICT segment in India. Theory of Cloud
computing will be reviewed to discuss what makes organisations adopted it.

1.4 Research Objectives
According to Saunders and Lewis (2012, p. 21), research objectives should be clear, specific
statements that identify what the research process seeks to achieve as a result of doing the
research. Research questions also add an element of precision to research questions. With
this in mind, the researcher defines the following objectives:
1. To understand the reasons by which SMEs adopt cloud computing into their
business.
2. To discuss in further detail, the adoption of Cloud by SMEs in India.
3. To identify the key factors before and after the purchase that drives a better
adoption.
4. To identify if it’s possible for client and vendor collaborate for successful Cloud
adoption project.

1.5 Interest in the Subject
In the 21st century, many companies are witnessing great revival and revolution in their
business (Forbes, 2013). The world is changing very rapidly. The world today is different
10

from the world that we had decades ago due to large innovation and invention in the field
of technology. (ENISA, 2009) Cloud Computing is one of the emerging areas in the field of
information technologies. It comes with many risks and has been billed as a hot-growth area
based on its potential benefits (Forbes, 2013). This has motivated the researcher to select
this particular topic for the dissertation. There is few published work on considerations of
adopting Cloud Computing, as well as, the organizational impact that a Cloud Computing
solution causes. Business Practices have changed and technologies have transformed the
way organizations share and communicate information. Understand what are the major
adoption factors for SMEs before and after they adopted Cloud services and what are the
main expectations of SMEs from these solutions? These are the reasons that motivate the
researcher to develop this study.

1.6 Contribution of the Study
This study will give important insights into several areas of cloud computing. This study will
help the SMEs to learn different aspects of adoption of cloud computing in their
organisations. It builds detailed knowledge about the specific purpose to increase the value
of future SMEs in emerging markets investment in Cloud computing. This study could serve
as a possible source for future research on adoption of cloud computing. Academically, it
provides learning to students to help them to develop IT adoption strategies. This study
attempts to argue the effectiveness in determining the adoption of Cloud computing
solutions by SMEs in emerging markets.

1.7 Organisation of dissertation
This dissertation is organised into 6 chapters and they are listed and briefly described below.
Chapter 1: Introduction
This is the first and current chapter of the dissertation. This chapter gives a brief overview of
the background and its academic justification, research questions, objectives and the
researcher’s interest in the topic.
Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter begins with an overview of cloud computing, and then is followed by a
discussion of the available academic literature, topics, concepts and theories considered as
relevant to fulfil the aims of this thesis.
Chapter 3: Research Methodology
This chapter focuses on the methodology chosen for this subject that includes the research
philosophy, data collection methods and the questionnaire and techniques used to analyse
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the data. Therefore, the chapter provides a broad explanation of the methods used in order
to reach the agreed objectives of the investigation.
Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Findings
The chapter consists of the data analysis obtained from the self-administered
questionnaires.
Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter provides a review about the main findings obtained in the previous chapter,
and its relation to the original aim of the investigation as well as the answer of the
investigation’s research question.
Chapter 6: Self Reflection on Own Learning
This chapter consists of the broad analysis of the author’s self-reflection on learning and
evaluation of the skills acquired by the researcher during the dissertation period and the
master degree program.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Saunders et al. (2009 pp. 59-60) a literature review provides the foundation on
which research is built. It helps us to develop an understanding and insight in relevant
previous research about a particular topic. It involves gathering and analysing the data of a
particular area in order to understand and grasp to carry out a further research in that area.
Cloud computing is a progressing industry in the market. With its increasing popularity,
there is a great need to identify and determine the key factors for the adoption of cloud
computing in SMEs. The literature review chapter will explore the theoretical side of the
various aspects of Cloud computing. This chapter will also explain the different
characteristics of Cloud computing, deployments and service models. Definitions of
adoption and IT adoption will be evaluated and connected to this research. Emergent
markets concept with focus on Indian market is presented in this section.

2.1 Cloud Computing
This section includes a formal definitions and an introductory background of Cloud
computing. It also introduces the three types of the service models namely IaaS, SaaS and
PaaS. The consulting company Gartner suggests a definition as follows “A style of Computing
where scalable and elastic IT-related capabilities are provided as-a-service using Internet
technologies to multiple external customers” (Plummer, et al., 2009)
The concept of Cloud computing was born in the 1960s from the ideas of pioneers like
Joseph Licklider who pictures computation in the form of a global network and John
McCarthy (1927-2011) draft computation as a public utility (MIT Technology Review, 2011).
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) definition of cloud computing that has gained
universal acceptance across business, industry and research:
“a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool
of configurable computing resources, that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”
In 21st century, Cloud computing is a fastest growing business. Cloud computing is a service
delivered to the customers over the internet from large scale data centres or Clouds. Cloud
computing is a concept developed in the IT domain and is growing at a very pace across the
world. This technology has numerous benefits like centralising storage, memory, processing
and bandwidth.
Cloud Computing is a growing technology. Gartner (2011) states that Cloud computing is the
most hyped subject in IT today and it has grown significantly in last 3 years. According to a
recent report (Market Research Media, 2012), Bloomberg (Kharif, 2012) predicts that the
Cloud Computing will definitely have an annual growth of 30% over the next 5 years from
2012 to 2020. At the same time, it was reported that Cloud-related business revenue would
increase to $1.1 trillion by 2015(McCafferty, 2012, p.11). Herlihy (2012, p.49) explains the
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benefits of cloud computing a “a low-cost way for businesses to obtain the same benefits of
commercially licensed, internally operated software without the complexity and initial high
cost.” Armbrust et al. (2012, pp.1-2) describes cloud computing as “a new term for
computing as a utility which has now become a commercial reality.”
According to, Maximilien, et al., (2009) Cloud computing is defined as the new state of the
art technique that is capable of providing a flexible IT infrastructure, where users don’t need
to own the infrastructure supporting these services. Cloud Computing refers to both the
applications delivered over the Internet and the hardware and systems software in the data
enters that provide those services. From a technical perspective, Cloud Computing mainly
focuses on service-oriented architecture and virtualization of both hardware and software
(Kaufman, 2009). The main difference between conventional computing and cloud
computing is that companies need to purchase costly hardware and software to run their
application but with cloud computing, companies do not have to worry about purchasing of
hard drives with large storage capacity in order to keep data but they can store it on cloud.
Since a complete back of data is done on the cloud so there is no fear of data loss. (Rahmath
and Sarwar, 2014)
This integrates features supporting high scalability and multi-tenancy. In the context of
these definitions, cloud computing changes how computing is provided to companies from
on premises systems to an on demand where computing power is delivered over the
internet as and when required with the ability to pay for use of computing resources on a
short-term basis as needed.

2.2 Cloud Computing Service Models
There are three common cloud services which can be considered according to the different
types of services offered.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is the lowest layer that provides basic infrastructure
support service. The benefit of this service is that the resources are offered to a single client
and do not allow sharing of dedicated resources to unknown third parties. This offers the
customer with ability to develop applications on the Cloud infrastructure. Customers have
the control over the deployed applications, storage and selected network components but
they don’t have control over the infrastructure. (Mell & Grance, 2009)
Platform as a Service (PaaS) is the middle layer which offers platform oriented services,
besides providing the environment for hosting user’s applications. The service provider
rents dedicated resources to a client. The client has the ability to deploy on the cloud their
own created applications using programming languages and tools supported by the
provider. This model offers some control to the deployed applications but not to the Cloud
infrastructure (Mell & Grance, 2009).
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Software as a Service (SaaS) is the topmost layer which features a complete application
offered as service on demand (Jensen, et al., 2009). According to Mell & Grance (2009) the
organisation outsources everything by renting remotely accessed devices through the
internet. But in this model the client does not have control or manage the infrastructure
through which the application is running.
“It is estimated that the cloud computing market in India stands at USD 110 million in 2010
with SAAS accounting for USD 50 million of revenue. The total market is expected to reach
USD 1084 million by 2015. As components of the overall cloud market, SAAS is likely to
reach a mark of USD 650 million by 2015, while PaaS and IaaS markets cumulatively would
touch USD 434 million each by 2015.” (Market Study ICT Sector India, 2011).

2.3 Advantages of Cloud Computing from SMEs perspective









Cloud computing is paid per use of the service and the length so it is easier to keep
cost reduced and controlled. (MIT Technology Review, 2011)
Srikumar (2013) describes that Cloud provider is responsible for looking after the
technical complexities related to set-up, operations and maintenance which are the
essential components of ICT. This reduces the burden on the SMEs to be equipped
with technical knowledge and hence they can focus on their core business.
One of the characteristics of cloud computing that it is an on-demand service which
is delivered through broad network access via internet and it is elastic that can
automatically scale to meet demand. (Grance and Mell, 2012)
According to Buyya, et al., (2011) Storage space is another benefit because it is
provided through the cloud. So moving to Cloud is a wise decision in terms of storage
space.
The IT is always up to date and with the latest release, also it is managed by the
provider so the IT department can focus on other tasks (IBM Institute for Business
Value, 2012).

 Garrison et al. (2012, p.68) state that “Cloud Computing enables organizations to



lower IT capital expenditures, as well as operating and maintenance costs, while
redirecting resources toward core business activities, turning Cloud Computing into
an IT-related strategy for competitive advantage”.
One of the key aspects of Cloud is that the people connected can gain access to data
wherever they and with many different sources like Smart phones, Tablets and
Laptops (Bryman & Bell, 2007).

 The use of Cloud makes the IT flexible, easy to use, customise, personalise and
obtainable through different sources and also makes it easier to work with (Buyya, et
al., 2011).

 One of a significant advantage of cloud computing is the low infrastructure set-up
that it requires. “To avail cloud computing services only a basic computer is required,
so that it gets connected to cloud and the rest is taken care of by the host. You just
15

need to keep your computer up and running. This eventually makes functioning of an
organization a hassle-free affair, as far as IT solutions are concerned. All you need is
one account with a cloud computing provider, where entire staff can log in and
operate. ” (Srikumar, 2013).

 According to Srikumar (2013) the use of cloud computing technology allows working
on different programs and softwares without spending much time and effort in
downloading and installing or updating various versions of programs or softwares.
All the programs are on cloud servers so there do not need to download and install
the various versions for small usage. For example, to do some calculations on excel
or to access email or to go through a spreadsheet, companies do not need have their
specific softwares. Everything will be very convenient and easy with the arrival of
cloud computing.

2.4 Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
According to European Commission (2005) SME is a term used to describe companies with
the number of employees below a certain threshold. SME is a well-known abbreviation
today and is accepted by the most. SMBs (Small and Medium Businesses) are a common
expression for the term in the USA. Small and Medium businesses are an important element
of the global economy. SMEs employ more than half of the labour force in the private sector
(OCED, 2009). SMEs represent 99% of all enterprise in Europe (European Commission,
2005). There is no internationally agreed definition of Small and Medium sized enterprises
so their small size, the employee number is the major differentiator between these
companies and large enterprises. The category of SMEs is made up of enterprises which
employ fewer than 250 persons and which have an annual turnover not exceeding 50
million euro (European Commission, 2005). SMEs basically require relatively small capital
investment to start. SME is a simple business structure which allows the company to be very
flexible and make necessary changes quickly without such requirements as stockholders and
board members. They comprise of sole proprietorships, partnerships, the management style
is centralized their operations are highly flexible (OECD, 2009). Another characteristic from
SME is the external environment changes tend to have a more significant impact on the
SMEs compared to their larger counterparts (OECD, 2009).
According to I.M.F. (2012) Most SMEs focus on a small number of products and services.
They sometimes lack management skills and technological advances results in lower level of
productivity and quality. Also, the levels of available resources to the SMEs are poor
comparing to large enterprises. In Emergent Markets, growth is far more constrained than
in developed countries, where SMEs are widely recognized as key contributors to
employment, innovation, productivity, and economic growth. Among low-income countries,
SMEs contribute just 18% of employment and 16% of GDP (OECD, 2009 ). SMEs are generally
more dependent than other companies on external resources and supports, such as, the
government, in order to deploy a system solution. Government initiatives and policies could
directly and/or indirectly stimulate the development of IT infrastructure and information
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provision to energize faster technology diffusion (Caldeira & Ward, 2003). SMEs usually face
a difficult task in accessing finance from the government. Government should play a very
active role in the SME-access to finance. They should come with meaningful and creative
ways to grow the SME sector. This may include subsidies, credit guarantees, tax breaks,
technical training, seminar and workshops and government set aside procurement
programs. SMEs are growing in the markets due the foreign investment and could
contribute more to economic development by providing jobs and income, expanding the
middle class, broadening the tax base, and ultimately decreasing poverty levels (OECD,
2009).

2.5 ICT SMEs
SMEs are playing a key role in economy of the country. This sector employs 59.7 million
people over 26.1 million enterprises. SMEs contribute towards 45 percent of the
manufacturing output and 40 percent of the total export of the country. SMEs use various
means such as online websites to sell their products locally and abroad. SMEs focus on their
core business by outsourcing their IT requirements to a cloud provider. People can run their
office at home with their business on cloud. There will not be any requirement to invest
money on IT infrastructure at the beginning as they can acquire the infrastructure as their
business grows. (Rahmath and Sarwar, 2014)
Idowu, et al. (2003) explains that Information and communication technologies have grown
drastically in recent years. It enables people to communicate with their family, friends and
relatives around the world instantaneously. ICT has affected every area of the business
today. It has brought improvement in health care delivery systems. ICT is one of the driving
forces of globalisation. It includes the broad spectrum of communication technologies such
as television, radio, press, film and telephone. It also focuses on the electronic end of the
spectrum such as e-mail, the Internet, mobile phones and digital video.
According to Zhang, et al. (2008) the definition of ICT is the “technologies used by people
and organisations for their information processing and communication purposes”.
Information and technologies have drastically changed the world in recent years and
provided the society with a vast array of new communication capabilities. Toomey (2001)
related ICT to those technologies that are used for accessing, gathering, manipulating and
communicating information. Besides this, many professional resources such as
TechTerms.com and CIO Magazine have defined ICT to technologies that provide access to
information through telecommunications. It is similar the Information Technology (IT), but
focuses primarily on communication technologies. This includes the internet, wireless
networks, cell phones and other communication mediums.
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Indian IT sector Revenues

Figure 2: Source: Naasscom Report
Information and Communication Technology has significantly increased in India. The entry
of ICT research and development centres into India started in the mid-1980s but it gained
momentum only in the mid-2000s after Indian firms successfully demonstrated that they
could deliver large software projects. India ICT industry has built up an enormous
confidence for itself in the global market. ICT industry also includes Business Process
Outsourcing industry in India. India is a favourite destination for IT-enabled services. India is
one of the fastest growing economies in the world and ICT sector is significant contributor
to this growth. The Indian software and services exports including ITeS-BPO exports is
estimated at US $ 49.7 billion in 2009-10, as compared to US $ 47.1 billion in 2008-09, an
increase of 5.5 per cent. The IT services exports is estimated to be US $ 27.3 billion in 200910 as compared to US $ 25.8 billion in 2008-09, showing a growth of 5.8 per cent. ITeS-BPO
exports is estimated to grow from US $ 11.7 billion in 2008-09 to US $ 12.4 billion in 200910, a year-on-year (Y-o-Y) growth of 6 per cent. (ICT Sector Statistics in India, 2010)
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The ICT sector in India has been categorized as IT-ITES, BPO, Electronic Hardware and
Telecommunication. According to NASSCOM, The Indian ICT industry contributes to 6.1% to
the national GDP. The Indian ICT sector is dominated by the larger players with the top 200
firms contributing over 85% of the total revenues. (Market Study ICT Sector India, 2011).

2.6 Do SMEs really need cloud for expansion?
The primary objective of small and mid-sized businesses is to how to become big. They try
to focus on sales and acquiring new clients with many crucial departments get easily
overlooked. The need of the cloud can be further understood by imaging an incident where
a talented interior design met a potential client and they discussed an interesting project on
designs and layouts. Her ideas were nearly compelling and she wanted to demonstrate her
recent works. Unfortunately, she did not have the samples at hand so she promised to get
back to the prospective client. But by the time she travelled back to her hometown and sent
the designs, the client had changed their mind and got another more experienced interior
designing firm. (The Economic Times, 2015)
Caldeira & Ward (2003) highlights that SMEs are normally interested in outsourcing their IT
requirements in order to be able to focus more on their core business. The SME
environment is highly competitive, pressures to keep up with the competition, providing a
means to enhance growth, managing changes, promoting services to customers, and staying
competitive, enhancing innovation abilities have forced SMEs to adopt technologies
(Willcocks, et al., 2012). This makes cloud computing an attractive option for SMEs in
making it part of the company’s infrastructure. Also, Cloud computing is not just limited to
technology and technical infrastructure but it also reflects a new way in which IT can be
used more strategically in business value creating (Abdulaziz, 2012). He also went on saying
that Cloud Computing for SME could bring a significant advantage in cost reduction,
depending on the type of Cloud services being deployed and the overall management and
maintenance costs may also be reduced. Cloud has many benefits in business. Cloud
significantly simplifies the software upgrades and adding new software applications which
allows an easier and faster potential expansion for the business and resources . It is easier to
administrate and maintain and it allows the organization to have global access regardless of
their physical location (Caldeira & Ward, 2003). They also states that SMEs frequently lack of
resources to invest in technologies due to their size and because of this they struggle to gain
competitiveness and productivity in the market (Caldeira & Ward, 2003).
On the other hand Srikumar (2013) states that technical complexities related to set-up,
operations and maintenance which are the important components of ICT is taken care by
the cloud provider. This reduces the burden on the SMEs to be equipped with technical
knowledge. So SMES can focus on their core business. Aljabre (2012, p.234) states that “In
today’s business world with the amount of economic downturn and loss happening every
day, the need of reliable, yet affordable technology is needed more than ever, cloud
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computing fills that void, Especially in small businesses, cloud computing is an excellent
technological tool that can benefit the business.”
Peter Ross (2011, p. 69) qualitative research finds that “the changing role of ICT workers in a
Cloud Computing environment may further help to reduce the scale of ICT worker layoffs.
Under this scenario rather than ICT workers being made redundant , some ICT workers will
simply shift from a technical to more of a liaison role as they engage with external service
providers." Organizations quickly shift to the Internet to increase their potential business
opportunities (Abdulaziz, 2012). For start-up businesses, Cloud Computing may be an
attractive opportunity to reduce the cost of ownership of technology hosted solutions.
Moreover, Cloud services can save companies money on hardware expenses along with the
number of employees they should hire and this is ultimately beneficial for new (small)
businesses which are trying to get started (Abdulaziz, 2012). Cloud computing helps the
companies to avoid capital expenditure, create scalability systems, flexibility and creating
new business models. (ENSIA, 2009)
Bouwman et al. (2005, pp.1-6) explains the adoption, implementation and use of cloud
computing from an organisational perspective rather than a technology perspective. They
warn that use of new technology may not lead to all kinds of positive effects and their
benefits are not self-evident. They further added that technology should be evaluated in the
perspective of existing processes and structures within an organisation. The cloud
technology adoption can be analysed within the context of a social framework that
integrates the perspectives. At its highest level of impact, Cloud Computing is conducting to
a new era where enterprises will become virtual. Organizations will manage complex
ecosystems of Cloud providers, IT suppliers and business process outsourcers as well as a
host of other parties, both internal and external. The cost benefits are the main key for
executives but executives today are also seeing the Cloud as a way to gain access to
innovative, with the potential to transform the business (Willcocks, et al., 2012).Cloud
computing is more ideal for SMEs as their adopting will help SMEs to gain a competitive
advantage over their competitors (Barney, 2000). It increases the reliability, performance,
scalability, innovation and reduces the time to market. According to Srikumar (2013) one of
the major advantage of cloud computing is that it significantly reduces the running cost for
an organisation. Cloud adaptation not only brings down total cost of ownership, lowers risk
and promotes innovation, but also offers a protected IT set up with high business continuity
and IT talent retention which is most crucial for SMEs today.
“There is a huge saving of money by using cloud technology as the industries have to pay
only for the operating cost. The biggest advantage of a hosted model (cloud computing) is
that it eradicates the need to purchase the software licenses and also eliminates the cost
associated with developing and operating in-house applications. In a hosted model, the
capital investment, security, backup and server maintenance costs are all the provider's
responsibilities.” (SriKumar 2013)
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2.7 Why Emergent markets for this Study
Subhash (2006) explains that there are many studies published on the concept of emerging
market by schools, institutions and banks. The concept of Emerging Market consists of a
small open economy, nations with social or business activity in the process of rapid growth
and industrialization. There are BRICs and NEXT11 countries which are growing rapidly.
BRICS counties are Brazil, Philippines, Turkey, South Korea and Vietnam. Next11 countries
are Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Turkey, South
Korea, and Vietnam. India and China are also the emergent economy in the world. The
classification of emerging markets into groups reflects market size and growth related
measures.
Emerging markets are seen as promising economies. Almost every leading company in the
world is introducing new business initiatives in emerging markets as part of their core
strategy. Business opportunities across these markets are very attractive and the time to
realize the potential is now (I.M.F., 2012). Developing business in these markets it conducts
to gain and sustain competitive advantages in a growing global business environment
(Barney, 2000). Emerging markets attract foreign investment. Many companies have already
shows their active presence in emerging economics with their data centres. Cloud
computing in developing economies with large populations shows more impact several
sectors in society. By entering these economies they are able to reduce infrastructure costs.
Investing in where the growth is today, and for the predictable future tend to grow faster
when economic growth is higher. Emerging economies are expected to grow two to three
times faster than developed nations like the US (I.M.F., 20 12). SMEs are widely known as
key contributors in emergent markets where growth is more constrained than in developed
nations. It affects the various sectors such as employment, productivity, innovations and
economic growth. SMEs contribute around 16% of GDP and 18% of employment. (OCED,
2009). Around 70% of world growth over the next few years will come from emerging
markets, with China and India accounting for 40% of that growth (Morgan Stanley, 2013). In
the recent years, global and ambitious multinational companies are looking for more
opportunities in the Emerging Markets as compared to developed nations. SMEs are
growing in these markets due the foreign investment and could contribute more to
economic development by providing jobs and income, expanding the middle class,
broadening the tax base, and ultimately decreasing poverty levels (OECD, 2009).
It is evident that there is a significant opportunity exists for SMEs in India across various
industries both for utilizing India’s strength in ICT sector to provide international products
and services or to tap the domestic market. (Market Study ICT Sector India, 2011)

2.8 Cloud Computing in India
Cloud computing has been a well known and respected technology in US markets but cloud
computing is a new and promising technology in emerging markets as it enables cost savings
and valuable opportunities for collaboration and trade with entrepreneurs, non-profit
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organisations and small business owners across the globe. India is a rapidly emerging
market for cloud. (Jaccarino, no date) According to Srikumar (2013) Indian IT Companies like
Reliance communications, TCS, HCL Technologies, Wipro, Net magic, Verizon and Novatium
have launched cloud computing services in India. Cloud computing is gaining popularity in
India due to its cost effectiveness and efficient delivery models. This accounts for the large
shift of ICT spending towards cloud computing. The global gloom has been the prime reason
for businesses to keep an eye on their expenditures and the cloud has provided them with a
solution. This has prodded India to deploy cloud computing as the preferred technology. It is
estimated that spend on using cloud technology by IT, back offices firms, BFSI, telecoms,
government organisations and manufacturing companies is set to increase to 8.2 percent
over the next five years from 1.4 percent in 2001. (Market Study ICT Sector India, 2011)

Figure 3: Source: Compiled from respective companies websites
“For 32-year-old Indian resident Yogesh Shah, Founder & Director of iResearch Services,
migrating to cloud computing was the best business decision he's made since starting his $2
million Pune-based research company six years ago.” (Jetley, 2014) Jetley (2014) further
says that the cloud is a network of remote servers which enables companies to store,
manage and process data and use programs through a web-based interface. Data and
programs stored in the cloud can be accessed from anywhere through various devices with
web connectivity, which is an advantage for small companies who don't have a huge IT
budget. According to Srikumar (2013) there is a cut-throat competition among Indian IT
companies for a slice in the cloud computing market. The total cloud market in India is $400
in 2013 and it is expected to reach a market value of $405 billion by 2015. Also, private
cloud adoption will dominate and account for $3.5 billion in revenues, growing at over 60
percent. This will also create one hundred thousand jobs by 2015. SMEs need to realise that
cloud based architecture has a lot more benefits than automation such as reduction of
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capital expenses, maintenance and required knowledge of IT. (Cloud Times, 2013) The
Government of India has already set up one national cloud which is being run by NIC. As of
now, more than 250 government departments and entities are availing the National Cloud
services. The International Data Corporation (IDC) stated that the India has grown by 70
percent in 2013 in compared to 2012. It is also expected to show a 50 percent growth rate
for the next three more years. It is said that the Indian cloud market is rapidly maturing and
seeing new entrants and investors, even though public cloud still lags way behind the
private cloud due to a number of factors. (Cloud Times, 2013) Investment and spending on
cloud computing in India has increased in 2014. Large Indian IT companies like Infosys have
stayed on the sidelines as major US companies fight to control the future of cloud
computing. Infosys partners with Microsoft, Amazon, VMware and various cloud providers.
It has also developed its own set of cloud products (Forbes, 2014). The Indian call centres
are also extensively benefitted from cloud based services. The benefits are in the form of
low personnel costs, the handling of email, and facilitation of telephone working for the
local call centre, instant messaging and fax queries. India is a call centre destination for the
biggest European and US companies. Cloud computing and its application have a significant
role to play in this market. (Rahmath and Sarwar, 2014)

2.9 Challenges of adoption of Cloud computing in Indian context
1. Internet Connection: The reliability of internet connection plays a crucial while
setting up small business on cloud environment. Even the most reliable cloud
computing service providers suffer outages. Hence, the internet connection makes a
big difference while adopting cloud technology in a business. (Rahmath and Sarwar,
2014). One of the key risks in using cloud service is the reliance on the Internet. If
there are disruptions to the internet connections or intermittent connection, users
will not be able to access data on the cloud.

2. Security Issues:

Cloud computing in other words is internet computing. So
everything on cloud is on internet. Sometimes, companies are not comfortable in
putting their data on cloud for security reasons. But for a small business, shifting
their business to cloud will improve the security as the small business cannot afford
the expense of implementing it own servers. (Rahmath and Sarwar, 2014). Srikumar
(2013) also explains that the entire database is outside the control of an
organisation. Therefore, it is at risk of losing its database to other organisations.
Security is arguably the top concern of companies when considering a move of data
or computing resources to the cloud (Hugos and Hulitzky 2011).
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3. Cost: It is important to evaluate the cost factor before adopting cloud computing.
Most cloud providers follows utility based pricing scheme as they charge only for
what we use. On the other hand, many cloud providers’ offers to commit a
predetermined contract apart from the actual use. So companies need to ensure the
cost of different plans and features of each application. (Rahmath and Sarwar, 2014)
According to Srikumar (2013) the entire data infrastructure set-up and the system
design will be provided by the service provider so this may be a problem for
organisations as they will be tied down to the service provider and they will have to
use its services at all quoted costs.

4. Lack of Support: According to Rahmath and Sarwar (2014) every customer wants
their query to be solved in urgent basis so Customer support is an essential feature
in Cloud computing. Sometimes, numerous cloud-based apps make it difficult to get
customer service promptly. So it companies have to ensure that switching of
application on to cloud will not affect the customer satisfaction.
5. Limited Resources: SMEs in India operate in lean environment with limited
resources and IT personnel. So the upfront infrastructure investment is a big
challenge for the vast base of SMEs. This may hinder the adoption of cloud
computing in small and medium businesses in India. (Srikumar, 2013)
6. Legal Framework: Cloud computing market is growing by leaps and bounds in India
and it is expected to touch a billion USD by 2016. It is a favourable time for start-up
companies and SMEs to adopt cloud but there is a lack of legal framework for cloud
computing in India is restricting the management team to switch their business to
cloud. The lack of data protection and privacy law in Indian creates worries among
the SMEs for accepting cloud services. (Rahmath and Sarwar, 2014)

2.10 Impacts of Cloud adopting on ICT SMEs
Indian SMEs are the key benefiters of cloud computing. Cloud computing has become the
next technological wave and research into the adoption of cloud computing is maturing.
Huizenga (2005) explained that “cloud computing is an innovative technology, little
evidence has so far been gathered on the factors that contribute to the success of
innovation in information technology”. Huizenga said in 2005 that cloud computing has
evolved from being an innovative technology to a mainstream technology and cloud
adoption has become a fundamental focus among the business oriented research (Yang and
Tate, 2012). In a 2011 edition of the Harvard Business Review, Andrew McAfee (p. 126)
judged
the
importance
of
Cloud
Computing
as
follows:
“How important is Cloud Computing? I would argue that it‘s a sea change—a deep and
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permanent shift in how computing power is generated and consumed. It‘s as inevitable and
irreversible as the shift from steam to electric power in manufacturing.”
According to Rogers & Shoemaker (1971) Adoption is defined as the acceptance and
continued use of a product, service or idea. It basically signifies taking something new and
making it your own. Adoption could be defined as a process where consumers go through a
process of knowledge, persuasion and confirmation, before they are ready to adopt a
product or service. The adoption can be defined lightly as a process which the users goes
through, that starts with awareness and ends with appropriate use of the system (Bridges to
Technology Corp, 2005). In an analysis of cloud computing adoption, Rawal (2011, p.72)
suggested that organisations should have definitive goals for their cloud model: “…a safe
path to cloud adoption that will address potential concerns and provide a clear return on
investment (ROI).” There are different views of technology adoption. For many people,
technology is internet and computes while others think about cameras and mobiles. But the
fact is that user adopts technologies under different circumstances especially in the 21 st
century. The essential part of the adoption process is the business preparation. Companies
need to make sure to assess that what would add lasting value and the cloud platform
would not conflict with existing plans. (Accenture, 2013)
Garrison et al. (2012, p.68) states that “Cloud Computing enables organizations to lower IT
capital expenditures, as well as operating and maintenance costs, while redirecting
resources toward core business activities, turning Cloud Computing into an IT-related
strategy for competitive advantage.”
SMEs are adopting the latest technology in order to survive in the competition. This
technology is helping them to compete and expand in the new markets. There are various
factors influencing the adoption of Cloud by SMEs. These factors include organisational
behaviour, top management, government, customers, vendors, suppliers and external IT
consultants. Adoption of new technology also depends on characteristics of implemented IT
itself which consists of a cluster of factors including process compatibility, type, user
friendliness, quality of software available in the market and the costs and perceived impacts
and benefits on organisation. (Caldeira & Ward, 2003). Henderson and Iyer‘s 2012 stated
that “Although IT is a key determinant for competitive success today, many companies wish
for greater support of their business needs from their IT departments. Using Cloud
Computing, companies can keep IT in lock step with their evolving business requirements. “
According to Federico (2011, p.1) cloud computing is a disruptive technology as it allows the
organisations to rent computing power and storage and to pay on demand and thus it has a
significant economic impact. It offers a competitive advantage for small businesses by
lowering the barriers to enterprise technology.
According to Accenture (2013, ppp.78-82) there are two questions that needs to be
considered while move to cloud computing “should we use cloud?” and “how can we use
cloud?” The approach to adoption and implementation are important for success and they
warn organisations against approaching cloud architectures with a “cloud-first mentality.”
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They contend that organisations should be focusing on what can be achieved with cloud
technologies when compared to in-house development or off-the-shelf solutions.

2.11 TOE Framework
The aim of this study is to investigate the factors that impact cloud adoption in IT SMEs. The
researcher has formulated three sub-questions to achieve the objective.
1. What technological factors impact the adoption of cloud computing?
2. What organizational factors impact the adoption of cloud computing?
3. What environmental factors impact the adoption of cloud computing?
TOE framework has been used by many researchers to study the process of adopting new
technologies. TOE framework has also been used as the only theoretical framework to
investigate new technologies.
“The TOE framework as originally presented, and later adapted in IT adoption studies,
provides a useful analytical framework that can be used for studying the adoption and
assimilation of different types of IT innovation.” (Oliveira and Martins 2011). Tornatzky and
Fleischer (1990) developed the TOE framework by identifying three groups which are
technological, organisational and environmental. The technological factors look at the
internal and external effects of a technology on the organisation. Organisational context
looks at the factors that could affect the technology adoption. Environmental factors are
related to the company’s industry, competition and any other external factors. The
researcher will use a TOE framework model adopted by Low, Chen and Wu (2011) to
conduct this study.
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Figure 4: (Tornatzky and Fleischer 1990)’s TOE framework model adapted by (Low, Chen
and Wu 2011)
TOE framework was introduced and explained by Tornatzky and Fleischer in their book titled
“The process of technological innovation” (1990). The aim of this book is to describe the
entire process of innovation at firm level. This book contains various chapters that describe
the innovation process but TOE framework is only a park of this book. TOE framework
completely focuses on firm level adoption decision.
Technology Context
The existing technology of a firm influences the adoption decision as they help us to define
the scope and limit of the technological change that a firm can accept. The technologies that
are in the market influence the adoption decision as it helps them to understand how firms
can evolve by adopting new technologies. Low, chen and Wu (2011) have adopted the TOE
framework model came up with three technological predictors of cloud computing
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adoption. They are Relative advantage, Complexity and Compatibility. According to Rogers
(1983) Relative advantage involves measuring the degree to which a technological factor is
providing greater benefits to a business. The implementation of cloud computing could be a
long and slow process because of its complexity. Compatibility is defined as the degree the
new technology fits the existing values, practices and needs of a company.
Organisational Context
Organisational context involves three attributes. They are top management support, firm
size and technological readiness. According to Low, Chen and Wu (2011) top management
support plays a crucial role in providing the resources needed to adopt a new technology.
The size of the firm has an impact on technology adoption. According to Zhu, Kraemer and
Xu (2006) technological readiness refers to the ability of the IT human resources to
understand and adapt a new technology for the existing infrastructure.
Environmental Context
According to Low, Chen and Wu (2011) Competitive and trading partners’ pressure is the
two important factors to be considered in the environmental context. They refer to the
pressure from both competitors and trading partners on the business to stay current and
adopt new technologies.

2.12 Conclusion
From the literature review, it is clear that gaps exist in relation to the adoption of cloud
computing by ICT SMEs in India. Although Cloud has been widely accepted by the emergent
markets but there could be the complexity of this new technology for the businesses in
Emerging markets. Most of the SMEs in India are uncertain when it comes to moving their
business to the Cloud because of uncertainty to leave the legacy paradigm of their current
infrastructure. While some previous and existing research have analysed the benefits nd
challenges of cloud computing, this research is largely based on the various factors that
affect the adoption of cloud computing by SMEs in Indian market. Furthermore, there could
be problems related to internet connectivity beyond country’s major cities. It is also evident
from the literature review that the TOE framework (Tornatzky and Fleischer, 1990) adapted
by Low, Chen and Wu (2011) was selected as a research framework.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This section explains the methodology used to determine the factors in adoption of cloud
computing in emergent markets. According to Saunders et al (2003, p 3) Research
Methodology helps us to understand how research should be undertaken with theoretical
and philosophical assumptions upon which the research is based and the implications of
these for the method or methods adopted. It is important for the researcher to have some
understanding of this in order to make an informed choice about the research.
The above can be explained using the “research onion” which is used to compare the
various layers of research processes (Saunders et al 2009, p 108). There are six layers of the
research onion. All the layers are equally important to a successful research. They are as
follows:






Research Philosophy
Research Approach
Research Strategy
Research Choice
Research Ethics

Figure 5: Saunders’s Research Onion source: Saunders et al (2009 p 108)
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3.1 Research Philosophy- Positivism
According to Saunders, et al (2009) Research Philosophy is an over-arching term relating to
the development of knowledge and the nature of that knowledge. According to Bryman and
Bell (2007) “positivism is an epistemological position that advocates the application of the
methods of the natural sciences to the study of social reality and beyond”. Positivism is
most suitable for this study as this study need data sampling from empirical end user
population. This will lead to credible data to answering to the congregation of facts that
provide the basis for subsequent hypothesis testing (Mark, et al., 2009)

3.2 Research Approach- Quantitative
Quantitative research is appropriate for this research. According to Maxwell (2005) a single
quantitative data collection method and related analysis procedures will be utilized so a
mono method is much easier to plan and carry out to conduct this study. Quantitative
research is the best method to suit with variables that might influence each other.

3.3 Research Strategy- Survey
A research strategy refers to the general plan of how a researcher will answer the research
questions (Saunders et al., 2009). The most commonly used research strategies are as
follows:








Experiment
Survey
Case Study
Action Research
Grounded Theory
Ethnography
Archival Research(Saunders et al, 2009)

All these strategies have their advantages and disadvantages and they are equally
important.
Experiment: “Experiments are studies involving intervention by the researcher beyond that
required for measurement.” (Blumberg et al 2011 p 308) Experiments focus on scientific
research and it includes the study of data and cases that can be manipulated by the
researcher so that he would measure the change and difference. This is not a suitable
strategy to conduct this study as it involves social and scientific research where participants
meet each other and share their opinions.
Survey: Saunders et al. (2009) say that the survey method is feasible and it is popular
method in business and management research. It is most frequently used to answer who,
what, where, how much and how many questions. Survey method enables us to learn about
opinions, attitudes, expectations and intentions of the participants. Survey method will give
the researcher more control over the research process. Survey method also enables to
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collect a large amount of data in an economical way. So keeping in mind the nature of the
dissertation, survey method will be adopted in this dissertation. The survey will be done
through online Survey Monkey.
Case Study: Burns (2000, p. 460) defines case study as a collection of extensive data to
produce understanding of the entity being studied. Besides this, According to Mathews and
Ross (2010, p. 128) case study is a single case or a small number of cases which is explored
in detail and great depth. The subject of the case may be a person, an organisation, a
situation or a country. It is now evident that case study is different from other strategies as
it takes a broader view on a problem. Case study focuses on one entity which can lead to
bias in data collection. Hence, this is not a suitable strategy to conduct this study.
Action Research: “Action-research is the application of fact-finding to practical problemsolving in a social situation with a view to improving the quality of action within it”. (Burns,
2000, p. 443) Burns (2000) further says that the focus in action research is on a specific
problem in a defined context. Action research is situational, collaborative, participatory and
self-evaluative.
Grounded Theory: According to Mathews and Ross (2010) Grounded theory is a systematic
research which generates theory from data. Blumberg et al (2011) explains that grounded
theory starts with the data, not with a theory or even predefined research projects. One of
the main characteristics of this research approach is that the researcher has never read the
existing and previous literature on the subject during the research process. There is not
interview or talk with others about the emerging theory. This will help the researcher to
focus on the data collection without being influenced of preconceptions that distract the
researchers from the data collected.
Ethnography: “Ethnography compasses any study of a group of people for the purpose of
describing their socio-cultural activities and patters”. (Burns, 2000, p. 393) According to
Mathews and Ross (2010, p. 135) this study is all about the relationship of the researcher
and the collected data. It involves spending of time immersed within the research context,
seeing and hearing the data at first hand. Sometimes it may involve number of years. This
research strategy is very time consuming wherein the researcher needs to be immersed in
the social world as much as possible. Hence, ethnography is not a suitable strategy to
conduct this study.
Archival Research: According to Saunders et al (2009 p. 150) archival research makes use of
administrative records and documents as the principal sources of data. This method of
research allows answering the research questions which focus upon the past and which is
changing. Archival research allows the researcher to extract the evidence from original
archival records. Archival research is different in terms of scope and methods so it will not
be suitable for this dissertation.
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3.4 Time Horizon- Cross Sectional
This is an important part of research methodology. While planning the research, researcher
has to identify whether the research is to be a “snapshot” taken at a particular time or
should it be more akin to a diary or a series of snapshots and be a representation of events
over a given period. (Saunders et al 2009, p 155)
Time Horizon is categorized into two principals which are cross-sectional studies and
longitudinal studies. So the researcher has to choose whether the research is cross-sectional
or longitudinal.
a) Cross-sectional will be feasible and suitable for this study because of the time
constraints. This study involves the study of particular phenomenon at a particular
time. Besides. Majority of the academic research are time constrained. (Saunders et
al, 2009 p 155)
b) The main strength of longitudinal research is the capacity it has to study change and
development. It also includes observing people or events overtime to measure
variables being studied.(Saunders et al, 2009 p 155)

3.5 Data Collection Methods
There are two types of data collection: Primary data and Secondary data. Secondary data
can be defined as those data that have already been collected for some other purpose and
the researcher will reanalyse and examine the data to carry out his research. Secondary
data includes both raw data and published summaries. Many companies collect and store
data for many other operations so access will need to be negotiated (Saunders et al 2009, p.
256-257). The primary data consists of the information collected from the respondents in
the form of interviews and questionnaires.
Questionnaires are a written list of questions which is distributed to participants in order to
record their answers. In a questionnaire respondents read the questions, interpret what is
expected and then write down the answers. (Kumar, 2011, p. 144)“Surveys using
questionnaires are popular because they allow the collection of standardized data from a
sizable population in a highly economical way.”(Saunders et al, 2009, p. 177) In
questionnaire method, the respondents may be asked to choose from a set of answers.
Sometimes they are asked open questions which allow them to answer the question in their
own way. All the participants are asked the same questions, in the same order and using the
same wording and having the same set of answers to choose from. (Mathews and Ross,
2010, p. 201-202).
The survey questions on the effectiveness of cloud computing adoption will be used in this
study to achieve overall construct reliability, validity and correlation among strategic
alignment and the adoption of cloud solutions.
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3.6 Sample
According to Sekaran and Bougie (2010) a sample is composed of a group of some members
that are selected from a whole population to provide the researcher the ability to describe
conclusions about the population studied. The sample will be collected from Amazon SME
customer’s database. Around 200 requests will be sent to contacts spread over 200
companies that are Amazon’s active customers and they are SMEs in India. The surveys will
be anonymous and the data collection will be conducted through a link sent to the
employee sample in an email message.

3.7 Plan
There are some practical efforts which are required to conduct this research. Firstly, this
dissertation is written in English whereas the participants are Indians and might not speak
English. So the researcher has to transcript the interview and the results in English.
Secondary, the access to the companies might be difficult because the researcher has to
contact all the ICT SMEs who are the active clients of Amazons. It would be a time
consuming process and there are some travel costs. The researcher will have a limited
access to companies’ information as these companies do not know the researcher so they
might be mistrustful.
The researcher is intended to conduct the survey among Amazon’s clients in India. The aim
of this study is to measure cloud adoption and the impact it has on the ICT SMEs in India.
The researcher will be travelling to India in September with relation to this survey. There
would be total 19 questions in this survey which are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Gender
Age
Place
Job Function/department
How likely is your company to use Amazon in the future?
What are your current plans for your Amazon deployment over the next 12 months?
Is your Amazon implementation part of a strategic effort in your business or a
standalone application to support a specific need?
8. How likely are you to recommend Amazon to others?
9. Have you ever recommended Amazon to a colleague?
10. Please rate the Amazon service in the following areas using a scale from 1 to 6 where
1 is Unacceptable and 6 is Outstanding.
11. Please rate the Amazon user interface using a scale from 1 to 6 where 1 is
unacceptable and 6 is outstanding.
12. Taking all things into consideration, how satisfied are you overall with Amazon?
13. Were you involved in CRM purchase decision?
14. What business objectives led you to evaluate at the Amazon solution?
15. Has the Amazon service helped you to achieve your business objective?
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16. What estimated return on investment has your company received from Amazon?
17. What is the estimated time it took you to achieve return on investment from your
Amazon investment?
18. What challenges are preventing you from getting the maximum value out of
Amazon right now?
19. Thinking of the sales support you receive, please rate the performance of the
Amazon sales team.

3.8 Research Ethics
According to (Saunders et al 2009, p 183-184) there is strong possibility of ethical issues
while planning the research. It could be related to seeking access to organisations, collect,
analyse and report the data. The researcher has to use the information for the purpose of
dissertation only. All the data should be kept confidential. According to Bryman and Bell
(2011, p. 136) “The right to privacy is a tenet that many of us hold dear, and transgressions
of that right in the name of research are not regarded as acceptable”. There are number of
ethical issues arise at different stages of the research project. These relate to the:







Privacy of participants
Voluntary nature of participation
Consent and possible deception of participants
Data confidentiality
Reactions of participants
Attitude and behaviour of you as researcher(Saunders et al 2009, p 185-186)
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present the data collected through the primary research
method, which in this case was through the self-administered questionnaire. According to
Cooper and Schindler (2001) Data analysis involves reducing the accumulated data to a
manageable size, developing summaries, looking for patterns, and applying statistical
techniques.

4.2 Structure of Data analysis
Amazon’s customers (SMEs) are the pivotal group of this study. A questionnaire was
administered to the various SMEs in India in order to collect their opinions. The
questionnaire consists of twenty five questions. All the questions are equally important to
achieve the research objectives and to test the hypothesis. The findings are based on the
research questions and research objectives discussed in first chapter. The total number of
respondents was 150 but only 109 completed the survey. The researcher has linked the
primary data obtained from the questionnaire and secondary data from the literature
review to understand and determine the research question and research objectives.

4.3 Questionnaire
Table 1- Gender

Male
Female
Total

Frequency
82
27
109

Percent
75
24.78

Of the 109 participants in the survey, 82 were male and 27 were female, all were the related
to SMEs. The researcher observed that the all the participants were straightforward and
honest and they actively participated in the survey.

Table 2- Age

20-30 years
31-40 years
Above 40 years
Total

Frequency
42
33
24
109
35

Percent
38.53
30.27
22.01

Table 2 shows that most of the participants were young professional between 20-30 years
old. Young people actively participated in the survey. There were 33 respondents within the
age limit of 31-40. 24 of the respondents were above 40 years old. . Fortunately, the
researcher was able to collect data from the old generation and new generation which gave
him a scope in differentiating the customers’ expectations.

Table 3- Place
Frequency
12
22
21
19
8
21
6
109

New Delhi
Bangalore
Mumbai
Hyderabad
Chennai
Kolkata
Pune
Total

Percent
11
20.17
19.25
17.42
7.3
19.23
5.5

The researcher has conducted the survey in all the metro cities of India. All these cities are
the fastest growing cities of India. Among them, Bangalore, Hyderabad and Pune are the IT
hub of India. The maximum participants were from Bangalore.
Table 4- Job Positions in ICT industry
Frequency
IT Manager
Software Engineer
Business Analyst
Telecom
BPO
Programmer
System admin
Total

32
13
9
14
6
18
17
109

Percent
29.34
11.92
7.3
12.83
5.5
16.50
15.58

Table 4 shows that the research has been conducted among people holding various
positions in ICT SMEs. It includes IT Managers, Software Engineers, Business Analysts,
Telecommunication engineers, BPO employees, Programmers and System administrators.
Since, the research is conducted with a specific focus in ICT industry, it was essential to pick
up ICT related occupations. Out of the 109 participants, 32 were IT managers, 13 were
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software engineers, 9 were business analysts, and 14 were telecommunication engineers.
Besides, there were few BPO employees, programmers and System administrators.
Table 5- Which best describes your primary involvement with Amazon.com?
Frequency
Amazon.com end user
Amazon.com administrator
IT/Developer
Partner
Total

55
19
24
11
109

Percent
50.43
17.42
22.08
10.08

Table 5 suggests that the numbers of people who are involved with Amazon.com are the
end users, administrators, developers and partners. Out of 109 participants, 55 of were
Amazon.com end users. 19 of them were Amazon.com administrator wherein 24 were
related to information technology. 11 of them were partners. The results of data finding
show that all of the participants were related to Amazon.com directly and indirectly.
Table 6- How likely is your company to continue to use Amazon.com in the future?
Frequency
Definitely will
Probably will
Probably will not
Definitely will not
Don’t know
Total

73
17
6
7
6
109

Percent
66.94
15.58
5.5
6.4
5.5

Table 6 clearly says that the most of the participants are willing to use Amazon.com in
future. 73 of participants will definitely use Amazon.com. On the other hand, only 7
participants will not use Amazon.com in the future. 6 participants replied don’t know.
Table 7- What are your current plans for your Amaozon.com deployment over the next 12
months?
Frequency
Increase users by over 50
percent
Increase users by 1 to 50
percent
About the same
Decrease users by over 50
percent
Decrease users by 1 to 50
percent

51

Percent
46.76

23

21.09

11
6

10.08
5.5

9

8.2
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Don’t know
Total

9
109

8.2

Table 7 clearly says that participants were asked about their intention in increase or
decrease the number of users for the next 12 months. Out of 109 participants, 51 of them
said yes, they plan to increase the users of Amazon.com in their business over 50 percent
whereas 23 participants have intention to increase the users by 1 to 50 percent. There are
11 participants who have no intention to increase the users but to continue the same for
the next 12 months. There were few participants who said they would decrease the users by
over 50 percent and 1 to 50 percent, they were 6 and 9 respectively.
Table 8- Is your Amazon.com implementation a standalone application to support a
specific need or part of a strategic effort in your business.
Frequency
31
74
4
109

Standalone application
Part of a strategic effort
Don’t know
Total

Percent
28.42
71.85
3.66

All the participants were asked about the strategic alignment, it is standalone application to
support a specific needs or part of a strategic effort in their business. 74 of them said that
Amazon.com solution is part of a strategic alignment for the company. On the other hand,
31 of them said that Amazon.com is a standalone solution for a specific need. 4 of them said
they don’t know.
Table 9- How likely are you to recommend Amazon.com to others?
Frequency
Definitely will
Probably will
Probably will not
Definitely will not
Total

59
26
20
4
109

Percent
54.10
23.84
18.34
3.66

Table 9 shows that participants were asked if they like to recommend Amazon.com to
others. 59 of them will definitely recommend Amazon.com to others wherein 26
participants probably will recommend Amazon.com to others. On the contrary, 20
participants may not recommend Amazon.com to others and 4 participants clearly said that
they will not recommend Amazon.com to others.
Table 10- Have you ever recommended Amazon.com to others?
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Frequency
Yes
No
Total

65
44
109

Percent
59.60
40.34

Table 10 clearly says that out of 109 participants, 65 participants have already
recommended Amazon.com to others. On the other hand, only 44 participants have
recommended Amazon.com to others.
Table 11- Were you involved in the Amazon.com CRM purchase decision?
Frequency
Yes
No
Total

67
42
109

Percent
61.43
38.51

Out of 109 participants, 67 participants were involved in decision making process whereas
42 participants were not involved in the purchase decision process.

Table 12- Please rate the Amazon.com user interface. Using a scale from 1 to 6 where 1 is
Unacceptable and 6 is Outstanding.
Frequency
Outstanding
Unacceptable
Total

74
35
109

Percent
67.85
32.09

Out of 109 respondents, 74 of them said that Amazon.com user interface is easy to use. On
the other hand, 35 respondents clearly said Amazon.com user interface is not acceptable
which means it is not easy to use for them.

Table 13- Please rate your overall satisfaction with Amazon.com. Using a scale from 1 to 6
where 1 is completely dissatisfied and 6 is completely satisfied.

Frequency
Completely Satisfied
Completely Dissatisfied
Total

83
26
109

39

Percent
76.11
23.84

Table 12 depicts the number of participants who were completely satisfied and completely
dissatisfied with the overall performance of Amazon.com. According to the table, 83
participants were completely satisfied with Amazon.com. On the contrary, 26 participants
were completely dissatisfied with Amazon.com
Table 14- Please rate the performance of the Amazon.com sales team.
Frequency

Percent

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Neither Satisfied Nor Dissatisfied

42
21
20

38.51
19.25
18.34

Somewhat Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Total

20
6
109

18.34
5.5

All the participants were asked to rate the performance of the Amazon.com sales team
thinking of the support they received. Table 13 depicts that 42 participants are extremely
satisfied with the sales team of Amazon.com. 21 participants are somewhat satisfied. On the
other hand, 6 participants were extremely dissatisfied due to the bad experience and 20
participants were somewhat dissatisfied due to one or other reasons. 20 participants
remained neutral by saying that they were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.
Table 15- What are the challenges preventing you from getting the maximum value out of
Amazom.com?
Frequency
Lack of encouragement
Lack of resources
Lack of executive
sponsorship
Manages don’t see value
End users don’t see value
Application is missing
Poor training
Poor support
Others
Total

21
6
11
10
9
14
19
9
10
109

Percent
19.25
5.5
10.08
9.17
8.25
12.83
17.42
8.25
9.17

Table 14 shows the various challenges preventing participants from getting the maximum
value out of Amazon.com. The major challenge is a lack of encouragement. In other words,
there are no monetary or non-monetary incentives to encourage the staff to put their best
efforts. Secondly, poor training is another challenge for the participants. Besides this, 10
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participants said managers do not see value in the business wherein 9 participants said end
users do not see value in the business. Other major reasons were poor support, missing
application, lack of resources and lack of executive sponsorship. 10 participants said there
are various other challenges which are not in the list but they are preventing them from
getting the maximum out of Amazonn.com.
Table 16- What is the estimated time it took you to achieve return on investment from
your Amazon.com investment?

Frequency

Percent

6 months or less
6 months to 11 months
12 months to 17 months

41
23
22

37.59
21.09
20.17

18 months to 24 months
24 months or more
Total

15
8
109

13.75
7.3

All the participants were asked about the estimate time it took them to achieve return on
investment from your Amazon.com investment. The data finding shows that 41 participants
said it took them 6 months or less to achieve return on investment from their investment on
Amazon.com. There were 23 and 22 participants who said it took them to 6 months to 11
months and 12 months to 17 months to achieve return on investment respectively. Only 8
participants said it took them longer than they expected which is more than 2 years to
achieve return on investment.
Table 17- What is the estimated return on investment has your company received from
Amazon.com?
Frequency

Percent

24% or less
25% to 49%
50% to 74%
75% to 99%
100% or more
Don't know

53
31
10
7
3
5

58.60
28.42
9.17
6.4
2.7
4.5

Total

109

Table 16 suggests that out of 109 participants, 53 participants have received 24% or less
return on investment from Amazon.com. 31 participants have received 25% to 49% whereas
10 participants have received 50% to 74% return on investment from Amazon.com. Only 3
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participants said they have received 100% or more. Surprisingly, 5 participants said they
don’t know. This shows that almost everyone has been benefited from Amazon.com. Slowly
but surely it will make a huge impact in SMEs sector in India.
Table 18- What are the business objectives that led you to consider the Amazon.com
solution
Strongly Agree
Enhance sales
revenue
Enhance
customer
satisfaction
Increase customer
loyalty
Win new
customers
Improve
customer
retention
Improve
customer service
Reduce
operational costs
Improve data
quality
Increase up-sell
opportunities
Increase
marketing
effectives

Moderately Moderately
Agree
disagree
49
4

Strongly
disagree
0

109

86

22

1

0

109

41

33

20

15

109

91

18

0

0

109

56

36

8

9

109

76

20

10

3

109

32

43

25

9

109

21

16

50

22

109

61

21

16

11

109

31

41

23

14

109

56

Total

Table 16 depicts the various business objectives that led them to consider Amazon.com
solution. As per the data finding, the major business objectives is to enhance sales revenue.
Nearly 50 percent of the participants said they moved to Amazon.com with a primary aim to
increase sales revenue. Besides this, 86 participants said their primary objective is to
enhance customer satisfaction. Acquiring new customers and increasing up-sell
opportunities are the business objectives that led 91 and 61 participants to move into
Amazon.com solution respectively. Out of the 109 participants, only 21 participants said
they moved into Amazon.com with a prime focus to improve data quality. Nearly 50 percent
said their aim is to improve customer retention.
Table 19- Has the Amazon.com service helped you to achieve your business objectives?
Please select Yes or No.
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Yes
Enhance sales
revenue
Enhance
customer
satisfaction
Increase customer
loyalty
Win new
customers
Improve
customer
retention
Improve
customer service
Reduce
operational costs
Improve data
quality
Increase up-sell
opportunities
Increase
marketing
effectives

No

Total

72

37

109

93

16

109

63

46

109

71

38

109

56

53

109

81

28

109

66

43

109

39

70

109

67

42

109

51

58

109

All the participants were asked if Amazon.com service helped them to achieve their business
objectives. According to table 17, 93 participants said that moving to Amazon.com was the
right decision as they could enhance customer satisfaction. 73 participants could enhance
the sales revenue with the help of Amazon.com service. Most of the participants seem to be
happy and satisfied with the service of Amazon.com as they were able to achieve their
business objectives. Only few participants were not able to achieve their business
objectives. For instance, 39 participants said they were not able to improve their data
quality and data management. At the same time, 51 participants said they were not able to
increase marketing campaign effectiveness. But in nutshell, most of the participants were
able to achieve their business objectives by moving to Amazon.com solution.

CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the results of the data collection will be reviewed, and interpreted. The
implications of the findings will be discussed.
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5.1 Research Objective 1:
To understand the reasons by which SMEs adopt cloud computing into their business.
As discussed in the literature review, the primary objective of SMEs is to how to become big.
Accoding to Caldeira & Ward (2003) SMEs are normally interested in outsourcing their IT
requirements in order to be able to focus more on their core business. Their aim is to focus
on sales and acquiring new clients and in doing so many crucial departments get easily
overlooked. This makes cloud computing an attractive option for SMEs in making it part of
the company’s infrastructure. While the interviewees had different perspectives and
experiences which make it evident that every customer is different and degree of problem
may vary from one customer to another. The findings of the participants’ response say that
they want to continue to use Amazon.com in the future. One of the major reasons is
because of the fact that moving into cloud helped them to acquire new customers. It is also
because of the enhancement of customer satisfaction and customer retention.
Furthermore, as per the survey, more than 50 percent of the participants have received
return on investment in less than one year from the day of investment. This is a positive sign
for Indian SMEs as it will encourage them to adopt cloud computing into their business.
According to Srikumar (2013) Indian IT Companies like Reliance communications, TCS, HCL
Technologies, Wipro, Net magic, Verizon and Novatium have launched cloud computing
services in India. Cloud computing is gaining popularity in India due to its cost effectiveness
and efficient delivery models. This accounts for the large shift of ICT spending towards cloud
computing. As per the literature review, all the big companies of India already launched
cloud computing services due to its numerous benefits. Now is the time for the SMEs in
India to move into cloud in order to compete in the market. Garrison et al. (2012, p.68)
states that “Cloud Computing enables organizations to lower IT capital expenditures, as well
as operating and maintenance costs, while redirecting resources toward core business
activities, turning Cloud Computing into an IT-related strategy for competitive
advantage.”The survey clearly says that many participants moved into cloud in order to
reduce their operational costs and subsequently they said that moving into cloud was the
right decision as it really helped them to control and reduce their operational costs and
expenses. Besides this, it can also be seen from the survey that Amazon.com
implementation was the part of a strategic effort in their business. This means
implementation of cloud technology in a business with clear objectives would bring
productivity in the business. The better adoption of the solution will have to carry out in all
the departments of the business.
Besides this, it can be seen from the literature review that adoption of cloud computing
enable SMEs to compete globally. All SMEs can adopt cloud computing but they have to
strive hard to keep ahead of technology. In the findings all SMEs have the same opportunity
to adopt cloud computing and so at some point getting ahead is not an advantage but a
necessity. Cloud computing allows small and medium companies to be in equal terms with
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large companies in terms of their IT infrastructure, helped them to compete with more rigor
and quality in the market.

5.2 Research Objective 2:
To discuss in further detail, the adoption of Cloud by SMEs in India.
As discussed in the literature review, The SME environment is highly competitive, pressures
to keep up with the competition, providing a means to enhance growth, managing changes,
promoting services to customers, and staying competitive, enhancing innovation abilities
have forced SMEs to adopt technologies (Willcocks, et al., 2012). This makes cloud
computing an attractive option for SMEs in making it part of the company’s infrastructure.
When taking into account what most of the interviews said about the various aspects of
cloud computing, it could be said that cloud computing is growing by leaps and bounds in
India and slowly but surely, it is going to capture the Indian market. One of a significant
advantage of cloud computing is the low infrastructure set-up that it requires. It is already
cleared in the literature review that SMEs generally focus on a small range of products and
services so the levels of available resources to the SMEs are poor comparing to larger
enterprises. So as per the survey the major factors that make SMEs organisations to adopt
cloud is due to their size and lack of resources. They are looking for a faster output, low
infrastructure costs, its maintenance and the return of investment. It is not all about price
but being able to move fast, deploy, redeploy and un-deploy workloads as needed. Cloud
computing is more ideal for SMEs as their adopting will help SMEs to gain a competitive
advantage over their competitors.
There is a question being asked in literature review that ‘Do SMEs really need cloud for
expansion?’ Srikumar (2013) explains that cloud computing significantly reduces the running
cost for an organisation. Cloud adoption not only brings down total cost of ownership,
lowers risk and promotes innovation, but also offers a protected IT set up with high business
continuity and IT talent retention which is most crucial for SMEs today. The data finding
clearly tells that investing on Amazon.com enabled them to receive a handsome return on
investment. More than 50 percent of the participants have received 24% or less return on
investment from Amazon.com. Also, moving into cloud has increased their up-sell and crosssell opportunities and this has greatly influenced their business.
Furthermore, SMEs do not have access to finances and experts like larger businesses to stay
competitive in the market but with cloud computing, they are able to save a great deal of
money and time to concentrate on core areas of business. This is mainly because the service
providers deal with all the technical side of the business so now it is their responsibility to
look after their allotted departments.
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5.3 Research Objective 3:
To identify the key factors before and after the purchase that drives a better adoption.
According to Rogers & Shoemaker (1971) Adoption is defined as a process where consumers
go through a process of knowledge, persuasion and confirmation, before they are ready to
adopt a product or service. As per the survey findings, it is evident that most of the
participants were involved in the Amazon.com CRM purchase decision. This may have
helped them to go through a process of knowledge, persuasion and confirmation before
they were ready to adopt it. It is one of a key factor as it helps SMEs to have a better
understanding of the technology before they actually start using it. The essential part of the
adoption process is the business preparation. Companies need to make sure to assess that
what would add lasting value and the cloud platform would not conflict with existing plans.
(Accenture, 2013). Besides this, it can be seen from the data finding that more than 65
percent of participants found the Amazon.com interface very user-friendly and easy to use.
Some platforms generally are quite difficult to use initially but Amazon.com interface was
quite easy. It clearly reflects that the user interface play a crucial role in better adoption.
As discussed in the literature review, SMEs are an integral part of emergent economy and it
plays a vital role in employment generation. One of the main features of SMEs is that they
don’t have dedicated IT resources focussing on security which makes them more susceptible
to risks than big companies. SMEs are generally more dependent than other companies on
external resources and supports, such as, the government, in order to deploy a system
solution. Government initiatives and policies could directly and/or indirectly stimulate the
development of IT infrastructure and information provision to energize faster technology
diffusion (Caldeira & Ward, 2003) The companies need to conduct studies in IT adoption
from cloud perspective to gain clear understanding of pros and cons associated with Cloud
adoption process.
Furthermore, it can be seen from the data finding that the performance of sales team is a
key factor that drives a better adoption after the purchase. Thinking of the support they
received, participants were quite happy and satisfied with the Amazon.com sales team.
More than 50 percent of the participants are happy with the sales team of Amazon.com.
Sales and technical support team are the backbone of this industry. It is therefore very
important to provide an excellent service in order to stay alive in the market. Moreover,
when participants were asked about the overall satisfaction with Amazon.com, over 75
percent participants said they are completely satisfied with the overall services of
Amazon.com. Besides this, it is evident from the survey that the participants were so happy
with the services of Amazon.com that they will recommend it to others. More than 50
percent of participants will definitely recommend Amazon.com to others and nearly 60
percent have already recommended them to others. This is a positive sign. They were also
asked about their intentions to continue to use the solution and to increase or decrease the
number of users. The findings show that more than 50 percent participants will definitely
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continue to use the services and they will also increase the number of users. This clearly
says that cloud computing is progressing in India by leaps and bounds and the testimonials
of others will become a crucial factor in leading to the growth of cloud technology.

5.4 Research Objective 4:
To identify if it’s possible for client and vendor collaborate for successful Cloud adoption
project.
“There is a huge saving of money by using cloud technology as the industries have to pay
only for the operating cost. The biggest advantage of a hosted model (cloud computing) is
that it eradicates the need to purchase the software licenses and also eliminates the cost
associated with developing and operating in-house applications. In a hosted model, the
capital investment, security, backup and server maintenance costs are all the provider's
responsibilities.” (SriKumar 2013) As per the literature review, there is a great need of
cooperation and trust between the client and vendor in order to carry out the task
efficiently. Capital investment, back up, security and maintenance costs are all the
provider’s responsibilities. The data finding shows that all the participants have business
objectives that led them to adopt cloud technology. Here, the vendor is Amazon.com. It is
the responsibility of Amazon.com to provide with all the resources in order to help them to
achieve their business objectives. A successful cloud adoption is possible only if both client
and vendor work together.
It can also be seen from the survey that the participants have gone through several
challenges while using the cloud. One of the major challenges is lack of encouragement. In
other words, there are no monetary or non-monetary incentives to encourage the staff to
put their best efforts. Cloud computing is still a growing technology. Also, the survey shows
that there is a lack of resources. As discussed in the literature review, SMEs in India operate
in lean environment with limited resources and IT personnel. So the upfront infrastructure
investment is a big challenge for the vast base of SMEs. This may hinder the adoption of
cloud computing in small and medium businesses in India. (Srikumar, 2013)
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Conclusions
In this chapter, the researcher draws general conclusions by summarising the findings and
critically analysing these findings with the issues and concepts raised in the literature review
section of this research. The nature of this research is interpretive so the findings and
conclusions are highly dependent on the individual.
Cloud computing is a blessing to the mankind. It has the potential to deliver benefits to India
especially in SMEs sector. India is currently facing many economic challenges and there is a
lack of infrastructure, but they have been trying to prove their mettle and ability to place
her in global cloud computing map. It can also be seen from the primary and secondary
research that the successful adoption of cloud computing is possible if there is a proper
training, rewards and recognition among the employees. It is crucial for organizations and
providers do what is necessary to help users to adapt, give them training and support and in
return make the employees use the system. Companies need to make it a part of their
business, not just a standalone solution. It is evident from the survey that cloud solutions
are low-risky, highly innovative with a quick return on investment solution. One of the
noticeable benefits is that there is no need of installation of software or hardware with any
lengthy training. Organizations can build their own applications without the need of
technology infrastructure.
It is clear from the secondary and primary research that Cloud computing is no longer a
trend. This study proves that cloud technology will continue to grow in the future. Emergent
countries like India is developing, the cloud market is expected to grow because of its
numerous benefits. This research shows that the majority of SMEs in developing countries
does not currently use hosted servers but show a high willingness to adopt them. Cloud
computing is especially a blessing for small business that has employees who work from
different places who need access to the data.
Successful cloud adoption is not by gaining critical mass of experience or economies of scale
but companies have to look for its unique advantages for opportunities from the
technology. Companies need to have business objectives that would lead them to adopt
cloud computing. SMEs need to have a clear business and technology roadmap and aligns
with the support structures, micro and macro environment and technology trend.

6.2 Limitations of the research
The researcher has a limited knowledge academic knowledge of cloud computing and SME
sector. The researcher has never conducted a research before so the critical analysis of the
literature review might now be deep and understanding due to the limited experience and
skills. English is the second language of the researcher so it might have an impacted the
sentence formation and expression of meaning. The research was conducted among the
customers of Amazon.com in India. The researcher could not access all the information as
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the customers only provided limited information. So it is bit challenging to make accurate
interpretations of the data findings. The long term data could not be assessed as this study
had a time restriction.
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7. Self-reflection
Process: During my MBA programme, I developed an interest in cloud adoption mainly
because of the subject theory of cloud computing. Also, I have done engineering which has
helped me to acquire a deep knowledge in the area of information technology. My interest
was in cloud computing because I have seen a potential in India to adopt this technology.
Other discovery that I have made was through analysing the market in India. I have realised
that India is an emergent market and one of the fastest developing economy in the world.
However, it took me several weeks to finalise my research subject after much research and
discussion with my lecturer. The process of conducting secondary research was not difficult
as there is already a vast amount of published material about the theory of cloud
computing. However, there is not much written about Cloud adoption by SMEs because it is
still a growing industry in 21st century. My secondary research helped me to learn the
various components of SMEs and the challenges from Indian perspective. This is where my
primary research began, asking directly to the participants to share their view and
experience regarding the use of Amazon.com cloud
Use of sources: In the early stages of my dissertation, I have gone through many academic
journals and books to gain a deep understanding in the advantages of Cloud computing.
There is huge amount of material available in DBS library related to cloud computing. I have
gone through many websites and interviews to gain more insights on cloud computing. Also,
I read about the Indian IT market. However, once the research question and research
objectives became clear to me, I started spending more time learning the current scenario
of cloud computing in India. Throughout researching the literature, I realised that cloud
technology is a blessing to the world and it is a future technology.
Dissertation formulation: While going through my secondary research, I learnt that many
big companies in India have already adopted cloud computing and many companies have
outsourced their least important part of business to other companies. So I decided to
conduct this research among professionals who are working in big companies and using
cloud as their server. This has immensely helped me as I talked to these people who shared
their opinions and views honestly. I formed a self-administered questionnaire and asked
them to fill the questionnaire. I have discussed everything in research methodology in
related to the research methods and approach.
Own learning: Pedler, Burgoyne & Boydell (1986) suggest that a record of reflective
learning should, in addition to learning itself, include feelings, thoughts, ideas and
behaviour. However, the process still needs to remain analytical, rather than descriptive.
During the first semester of MBA programme, we were introduced to the subject Personal
and Professional Development. Self-reflection was an important part of our written
assessment. Initially, I had faced several difficulties in understanding and learning this new
style of learning but now I found that I am a reflective learner. This also enabled me to work
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on other assignments effectively. I have become more thoughtful and logical. I have always
been a detail oriented person who is not quick to jump to conclusions.
Research Skills: The researcher has a Bachelor’s degree in engineering from Visvesvaraya
technical university, India which was completed in 2012. The researcher has no work
experience and he has no experience in conducting primary and secondary research.
Initially, the researcher had few challenges in understanding the different aspects of
dissertation but with the help of his lecturers and DBS library staff, he could overcome
them. This was uncharted territory for the researcher as he has never conducted any survey
but he took it as an opportunity to learn something new.
The title of this study is “Adoption of Cloud Computing by SMEs in emerging markets
(India)”. The researcher has conducted a secondary research. The researcher has formed a
questionnaire with 19 questions in order to conduct primary research. The number of
respondents and the data obtained from the survey was satisfactory.
Interpersonal Skills: This MBA programme has immensely helped the researcher to
enhance his interpersonal skills. There were a number of group and individual assignments
and presentations. This enabled him to work with people from different background and
countries which has significantly improved his skills. The researcher has become a team
player. These skills will surely contribute to the professional development of the researcher
especially in the areas such as team leader and people management.
Time Management Skills: Time management is an important part of MBA. The researcher
has worked on several assignments and projects. At the same time, he was doing a part time
job. All these occasions have tremendously helped the researcher to enhance time
management skills. The researcher planned out the dissertation by breaking up tasks into
smaller ones. The researcher could prioritise his work effectively which helped him to
complete his dissertation within the stipulated time.
Conclusion: The entire MBA programme has greatly helped the researcher to become more
competent. With no work experience, the researcher went through few challenges but by
his determination and faith, the researcher could complete the dissertation and this
extraordinary experience will remain a valuable asset for the researcher.
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Appendix A- Questionnaire

Questionnaire for Customers

Dear Customer,
My name is Manoj Joy, and I am doing MBA in Cloud Computing from Dublin
Business School, Ireland. I am conducting a research into the area of adoption
of cloud computing by SME sector. The title of my research is “Adoption of
Cloud Computing by SMEs in emerging markets (India)”. All the information
provided by you is completely confidential and under no circumstances any of
it will be linked to any person or company. It would take around 5-10 minutes
to complete questionnaires. Please be as accurate as possible. I would like to
thank you for your valuable time in filling out this questionnaire. If you need
further information, please feel free to contact me by email
mantoearth@gmail.com
Kindest Regards
Manoj Joy

1. Gender
( ) Male

( ) Female

2.
(
(
(

Age
) 20-30 years
) 31-40 years
) +40 years

3.
(
(
(
(

Place
) New Delhi
) Bangalore
) Mumbai
) Hyderabad
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( ) Chennai
( ) Kolkata
( ) Pune
4.
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

Job Positions
) IT Manager
) Software Engineer
) Business Analyst
) Telecom
) BPO
) Programmer
) System admin

5.
(
(
(
(

Which best describes your primary involvement with Amazon.com?
) Amazon.com end user
) Amazon.com administrator
) IT/Developer
) Partner

6. How likely is your company to continue to use Amazon.com in the
future?
( ) Definitely will
( ) Probably will
( ) Probably will not
( ) Definitely will not
( ) Don’t know
7. What are your current plans for your Amaozon.com deployment
over the next 12 months?
( ) Increase users by over 50 percent
( ) Increase users by 1 to 50 percent
( ) About the same
( ) Decrease users by over 50 percent
( ) Decrease users by 1 to 50 percent
( ) Don’t know
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8. Is your Amazon.com implementation a standalone application to
support a specific need or part of a strategic effort in your business?
( ) Standalone application
( ) Part of a strategic effort
( ) Don’t know
9.
(
(
(
(

How likely are you to recommend Amazon.com to others?
) Definitely will
) Probably will
) Probably will not
) Definitely will not

10.How likely are you to recommend Amazon.com to others?
( ) Yes
( ) No
11.Were you involved in the Amazon.com CRM purchase decision?
( ) Yes
( ) No
12.Please rate the Amazon.com user interface. Using a scale from 1 to 6
where 1 is Unacceptable and 6 is Outstanding.
( ) Outstanding
( ) Unacceptable
13.Please rate your overall satisfaction with Amazon.com. Using a scale
from 1 to 6 where 1 is completely dissatisfied and 6 is completely
satisfied.
( ) Completely satisfied
( ) Completely dissatisfied

14.Please rate the performance of the Amazon.com sales team.
( ) Very satisfied
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(
(
(
(

) Somewhat satisfied
) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
) Somewhat dissatisfied
) Very dissatisfied

15.What are the challenges preventing you from getting the maximum
value out of Amazom.com?
( ) Lack of encouragement
( ) Lack of resources
( ) Lack of executive sponsorship
( ) Manages don’t see value
( ) End users don’t see value
( ) Application is missing
( ) Poor training
( ) Poor support
( ) Others
16.What is the estimated time it took you to achieve return on
investment from your Amazon.com investment?
( ) 6 months or less
( ) 6 months to 11 months
( ) 12 months to 17 months
( ) 18 months to 24 months
( ) 24 months or more

17.What is the estimated return on investment has your company
received from Amazon.com?
( ) 24% or less
( ) 25% to 49%
( ) 50% to 74%
( ) 75% to 99%
( ) 100% or more
( ) Don't know
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18.What are the business objectives that led you to consider the
Amazon.com solution
( ) Enhance sales revenue
( ) Enhance customer satisfaction
( ) Increase customer loyalty
( ) Win new customers
( ) Improve customer retention
( ) Improve customer service
( ) Reduce operational costs
( ) Improve data quality
( ) Increase up-sell opportunities
( ) Increase marketing effectives

19.Has the Amazon.com service helped you to achieve your business
objectives? Please select Yes or No.
( ) Enhance sales revenue
( ) Enhance customer satisfaction
( ) Increase customer loyalty
( ) Win new customers
( ) Improve customer retention
( ) Improve customer service
( ) Reduce operational costs
( ) Improve data quality
( ) Increase up-sell opportunities
( ) Increase marketing effectives
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